


Notebooks store our ideas – and that’s what they should  
look like. That’s why we produce notebooks that are not only 
fit for your ideas, but also contain a whole bunch of ideas 
themselves. 

A notebook by nuuna wants to be filled with good, as well  
as with bad ideas, with spontaneous impressions, thoughts, 
moods or sketches. It becomes more precious and personal 
with every brief note and every coffee stain. But only  
something that’s been produced with attention to detail can  
actually become more precious. nuuna notebooks therefore 
have an inside of Swedish fine paper with a subtle dot grid 
that is suitable for both writing and sketching. It is thread-
stitched and bound in fine materials such as smooth bonded 
leather. It is especially soft and appears silk matt. At the 
same time it is highly durable and flexible – it doesn’t get 
kinks or wrinkles. Features that pay off in your everyday life. 
Your ideas, projects and thoughts are also well-protected in 
our alternative cover material. You know it from your jeans – 
yes, exactly: the label on your waistband you thought to  
be leather. But because leather doesn’t survive the stonewash 
process and your regular laundry unscathed, the material  
of your jeans label is paper-based.
The cover motifs are applied manually via silk-screen printing. 
Silk-screen printing was already appreciated by artists such  
as Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein for its highly intense  
colour application. Let’s get to the inner qualities: the perfect 
flatness enables you to write across the pages, providing 
sufficient space for long texts and large sketches. In short: 
we’ve designed and produced our notebooks the way we 
want it – without compromise.
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Nothing is more boring than a 
plain, black notebook. We love 
design and beautiful objects. 
That’s why every notebook we 
produce has an individual cover 
artwork – printed via silk-screen 
printing, a technique most 
famously known for being used 
by Andy Warhol.

LIMITED COVER ARTWORKS

JEANS LABEL MATERIAL
Optically it appears to be leather, 
but it’s produced like paper –  
extremely robust paper. After 
all, it is used for the label on your 
jeans and therefore has to  
undertake a stonewash process.   
Its enormous durability, the  
natural haptic texture and environ- 
mental compatibility make it 
one of our favourite materials. 
And the best thing is: it gets 
even more appealing when being 
used. Made in Germany.

SMOOTH BONDED LEATHER
Smooth bonded leather has  
similar characteristics of real 
leather – a smooth textural  
finish and high durability. But 
smooth bonded leather is also 
a meaningful utilisation of  
resources, because it’s made of 
the cuttings produced during  
the punching of leather. We have 
it produced in Italy according  
to the highest environmental 
standards. Made in Italy.

Notebooks are made to be  
used. We carry them around  
and take them in our hands  
all the time. Everything has to  
be perfect: haptics and optics. 
Our notebooks are thus bound  
in smooth bonded leather or 
jeans label material. They feel 
good – and they are both  
robust and durable.

NOT JUST

HIGH-END COVER MATERIALS

EYE CANDY

In our view this is the best paper for 
notebooks: robust, opaque 120g Munken 
fine paper, naturally FSC™-certified.  
It comes from the Swedish Munkedal,  
the ‘Valley of the Monks’.

PREMIUM PAPER

Sketching across the pages?  
No problem! Nothing shall  
stand in the way of your creative  
urge. It’s made possible by  
the solid thread-stitching and an 
innovativebinding technique.

SKETCH & WRITE GRID

We already invented it twenty 
years ago: the subtle dot grid 
that’s both suitable for writing 
and sketching. It is perfect for  
giving you some guidance with- 
out destroying your typeface  
or your drawing. 
Graphic L notebooks contain  
a dot grid, Graphic S and Shiny 
Starlet notebooks contain a 
miniature dot grid.

360° DESIGN
The edge colouring makes our nuuna 
notebooks three-dimensional objects. 
It also protects the book from dust 
and dirt.

PERFECT FLATNESS

METALLIC ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

Metallic mirrored surface tinted 
in copper, turquoise, blue and 
gold. A futuristic material, both 
even and soft, directly from  
the future. Actually, though, it  
is from Italy and currently used  
in fashion collections, e. g. 
for purses or accessories. Made 
in Italy.

We obtain our materials from Germany, 
Sweden and Italy. They are printed and 
bound solely by brandbook in Germany.

MADE IN GERMANY
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BAD BOOK
GRAPHIC L #51975

A very practical book: The cover 
contains the worst slatings, thus 
eroding any inhibitions one might 
experience before writing. It also 
shows others your self ironic 
attitude making you even more 
likeable. The notebook is made  
of matt black smooth bonded 
leather with a white silk-screen 
print – clear words, clear design.

BEEN THERE DONE THAT
GRAPHIC L #52002

The ideal notebook for storing 
places and events and for clearing 
one’s head. To make room for all
the new and exciting stuff life has 
yet to offer. A notebook Made  
in Germany that enjoys travelling – 
waiting to be filled with stories.

DEEP THOUGHT
GRAPHIC L #51951

You’ve got exactly 256 pages  
to fill with the Answer to the  
Ultimate Question of Life, the 
Universe and Everything –  
since it very likely isn’t ‘42’*.  
The ultimate notebook for nerds  
and galaxy hitchhikers. Deep 
black bonded leather with a  
black coloured edge – very edgy.  
 
* from the well-known book  
and movie ‘The Hitchhiker’s 
Guide to the Galaxy’

BACK STAGE
GRAPHIC L #52033

A notebook for all songwriters, 
sound designers and every other 
musician – always ready to catch 
your inspiration. Made of matt 
black smooth bonded leather with 
a white cover artwork. The inside 
provides 256 pages for your 
lyrics and spontaneous ideas – in 
the rehearsal room, on tour or at 
the bar counter.

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
GRAPHIC L #51982

‘Think outside the box, collapse 
the box, and take a f***ing sharp 
knife to it’, says Banksy and con-
fronts us with a serious problem: 
how can we break away from 
traditional thinking patterns and 
find something new? This book 
will help.

ANALOG
GRAPHIC L #51999
GRAPHIC S #52767

We dreamt of flying cars, but  
140 characters came along  
instead. This notebook is anti- 
twitter. 256 (L) or 176 (S) pages  
of the finest white Munken  
paper, bound between smooth 
bonded leather, will give you 
enough space for your own  
novel or useful inventions like  
a flying car.

ARCHITONIC
GRAPHIC S #52781

The ‘little black book’ for men: 
balanced proportions satisfy 
every aesthetical and practical 
standards of both young  
and established artists. Mathe- 
maticians, architects, engineers 
and computer scientists will  
be pleased by this book as well.

THE MASTER PLAN
GRAPHIC L #51968

Let’s get out of the details  
and into the master plan. Big  
ideas – big projects. Don’t  
pinch your pennies when using 
such adjectives as magnificent, 
superb, gigantic, genius or  
global. As is appropriate for  
every master plan, this notebook 
comes with a generous format 
and 256 pages of best Munken 
paper.
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EVERYTHING STARTS  
FROM A DOT
GRAPHIC L #52156

Kandinsky summarised it per- 
fectly: everything starts from a 
dot. The first dot drives away  
the fear of the blank page. Your 
pen starts gliding over the fine  
Munken paper, bound in matt-
black smooth bonded leather 
with a silver silk-screen print.

STRING 
GRAPHIC L #52149

Untangling and organising a web 
of ideas, sketches and thoughts  
is the greatest challenge to  
a good notebook. 256 pages of 
premium paper, a practical dot 
grid and a solid thread binding  
are our contribution to this task. 
The rest is up to you.

EVERYTHING YOU CAN  
IMAGINE IS REAL
Graphic L #53283
Graphic S #52811

Pablo Picasso, who left behind 
more than 50,000 pieces of art 
and 150 sketchbooks, coined  
this famous phrase. He certainly 
would have appreciated this 
notebook – after all, it provides 
sufficient space for the whole 
variety of creative expressions 
with its generous size and its  
256 pages.

SUPERSTAR
GRAPHIC L #52125

Leave understatement to  
the English – here comes  
Mr. Bombastic, here comes  
Mrs. Superstar. This note- 
book leaves no doubt as to  
who will present the most  
brilliant of all ideas. Luscious 
silver printed on black  
smooth bonded leather. Ideal 
for your ideas and flashes  
of genius.

ABSTRACT 
GRAPHIC L #52132

Imagination is like a muscle: it  
can be trained. You’ll need 
nothing but pen and paper for 
your workout. Good ideas  
though deserve good paper – 
ours comes from Sweden  
and is considered to be one  
of the best for notebooks.

MILKY WAY
GRAPHIC L #53276
GRAPHIC S #52828

What’s more inspiring than a  
gaze at the stars? We printed  
this source of inspiration on  
a notebook so that you can  
gaze at the universe any time 
anywhere. The cover, black as 
night, consists of robust smooth 
bonded leather with a dimmed 
silver motif.
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FOR MY EYES ONLY
GRAPHIC L #52613
GRAPHIC S #53146 

This book provides sufficient 
space for your most intimate 
thoughts – 256 (L) or 176 (S)  
pages of premium paper that  
are fit for all of your secrets.  
The cover is made of robust  
jeans label material, because 
private thoughts ought to  
be protected.

HEART
GRAPHIC S #53115

Play with my hair, not with my 
heart. A notebook for your  
emotions. Handy proportions  
and delicate pink on light grey 
jeans label material. 176 pages  
of exquisite Swedish writing  
and drawing paper.

F***ING BAD IDEAS 
GRAPHIC L #52606

Whilst the predecessor ‘F***ing 
Good Ideas’ is the perfect note- 
book to every pretentious, 
arrogant an impudent archiver, 
‘F***ing Bad Ideas’ is the perfect 
notebook to all the pleasant, 
self-mocking people out there.  
It’s fully fabricated in Germany – 
made of Swedish paper, jeans  
label material.

100 IDEAS
GRAPHIC L #52620
GRAPHIC S #53139 

write, think, draw, change, burn, 
win, try, look, drink, shop, fail, 
fuck, show, eat, listen, trust, share, 
kiss, dance, dream, walk, smile, 
play, sketch, breathe, ride, walk, 
create, watch, cook, read, taste, 
tell, see, move, collect, touch, 
study, push, cut, flirt, loose, jump, 
travel, love, cry, learn, shout,  
destroy, write, be, smell, give, take, 
sleep, feel, remember, fly …  
100 ideas to spend your time and 
the perfect notebook to write 
them down.

SUPER STAR
GRAPHIC L #52637

Leave understatement  
to the English – here comes  
Mr. Bombastic, here comes  
Mrs. Superstar. This notebook 
leaves no doubt as to who  
will present the most brilliant 
of all ideas. Luscious copper  
and matt pink printed on jeans 
label material. Idealfor your  
ideas and flashesof genius.

GLOSSY LIPS
GRAPHIC L #52644

This notebook isn’t designed for 
lipstick enthusiasts and beauty 
junkies only – everyone who is
kissed by a muse can put down 
his inspiration on the very best 
Munken paper.
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F***ING SPECIAL
GRAPHIC L #52262

‘You are so f***ing special’ is  
the new ‘I love you’. This  
book, too, is ‘fucking special’:  
copper metallic printed on a  
cover of grey smooth bonded 
leather. It’s the perfect gift –  
not only for lovers.

I LOVE DEADLINES
GRAPHIC L #52231
GRAPHIC S #52910

This notebook fits perfectly  
into the hands of every creative 
director or chief editor, into  
the hands of those people who 
value headlines more than  
deadlines. Naturally, they will 
attach great importance to a 
product that feels good and has  
a perfect design.

SUPER STAR
GRAPHIC L #52248
GRAPHIC S #52934

Leave understatement  
to the English – here comes  
Mr. Bombastic, here comes  
Mrs. Superstar. This notebook 
leaves no doubt as to who will 
present the most brilliant  
of all ideas. Luscious copper 
printed on grey smooth  
bonded leather. Ideal for your 
ideas and flashes of genius.

BANANA LEAVES
GRAPHIC L #52286
GRAPHIC S #52958

During dull and grey office days 
this notebook is ought to remind 
you of another life out there.
Heavenly islands with palm and 
banana trees, the relaxing  
sound of the ocean ... hey, stay 
with me! These are the facts: a 
tangible, copper structure  
of banana leaves printed on grey 
smooth bonded leather. You  
can continue dreaming now.

PARADISE
GRAPHIC L #52279
GRAPHIC S #52941

‘Para-para-paradise – every time 
she closed her eyes.’ Bound  
of smooth bonded leather, with 
thread-stitching and high-class 
writing paper. A notebook  
for the heavenly moments in 
life – somewhere in between 
nothingness and bliss.

TRAVEL
GRAPHIC L #52255
GRAPHIC S #52927 

‘Live, travel, adventure, bless and 
don’t be sorry.’ Is there a more 
fitting motto for a notebook for 
your journeys than this quote by 
Jack Kerouac, the author of ‘On 
the Road’? A flexcover notebook 
for your luggage that becomes 
more beautiful by each mile – like 
a good pair of shoes. A cover 
with silk-screen print on smooth 
bonded leather with matching  
coloured edges, containing strong, 
thread-stitched Munken paper.
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THE MASTER PLAN
GRAPHIC L #52484

The master plan is the mother 
of all plans. It’s all about the big 
picture – you don’t have to care 
about boring details. That’s why 
this master plan is not a small 
booklet, but an impressive book 
you can pull out during meetings, 
noisily throwing it on the table. 
Copper printed on white smooth 
bonded leather.

100 IDEAS
GRAPHIC L #52477

Writer’s block? Blackout? Total vacuum 
in your brain? No problem: this cover 
reminds you of all the helpful things to  
get back in flow.

OH YEAH
GRAPHIC L #52514

The moon ... beautiful, the sun ... 
even more beautiful, this note- 
book ... perfection! Bow bow, 
chick chicka chicka*. A notebook 
for all of you out there, who sign 
their mails with a ‘yeah!’ instead 
of ‘kind regards’. The cover: a  
silk-screen print of noble copper 
on white smooth bonded leather.  
 
* Song by the band ‘Yello’

FOR MY EYES ONLY
GRAPHIC L #52491

This book provides sufficient 
space for your most intimate 
thoughts – 256 pages of pre- 
mium paper that are fit for all of 
your secrets. The cover is made 
of robust smooth bonded leather 
because private thoughts ought 
to be protected.

MY PRIVATE EXHIBITION
GRAPHIC L #52507

We’ll leave it up to you whether 
your notes or sketches remain 
private or are to be shown to  
the public. What we won’t leave 
up to you or anybody else is the 
high-quality production of our 
notebooks: this one comes with 
tender smooth bonded leather, 
solid thread-stitching and pre- 
mium paper from Sweden.

MEMORY
GRAPHIC L #52521

Diarists know that we relive our 
finest moments by writing them 
down, enjoying the moment twice. 
The coppery silk-screen print 
makes this diary a special designer 
piece and the white smooth 
bonded leather will make it a real 
pleasure to hold.

NOTEBOOK SHINY STARLET
#53238 COPPER 
#53269 TURQUOISE 
#53252 BLUE
#53245 GOLD

If you’re going for posh, then do 
it right: these shiny starlets were 
seen as accessories on numerous 
catwalks. They’re available in the 
current metallic trend colours: 
copper, turquoise, blue and gold. 
And the best thing is; you can look 
at yourself on the reflecting  
surfaces. There’s only one question 
left: will it outshine my It-Bag? 
Cover: artificial leather from 
Italy. Inside: premium paper from 
Sweden.
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WORK IN PROGRESS
GRAPHIC L #52538

During your creative process 
you have to take down all the 
thoughts you get, the good ones 
and the bad, ideally on high- 
quality Swedish Munken paper. 
This notebook has 256 pages, 
thus offering loads of free space 
for new ideas.

EVERYTHING YOU  
CAN IMAGINE IS REAL
GRAPHIC L #52569
GRAPHIC S #53191 

Pablo Picasso, who left behind 
more than 50,000 pieces of  
art and 150 sketchbooks, coined 
this famous phrase. He certainly 
would have appreciated this 
notebook – after all, it provides 
sufficient space for the whole 
variety of creative expressions 
with its generous size and its  
256 (L) or 176 (S) pages.

I’D RATHER BE AT  
THE BEACH
GRAPHIC S #53207

‘I’d rather be at the beach’  
instead of being in this grey 
office, in this country with all 
of these grey faces – a laid-back 
statement during your first 
meeting on a Monday. The only 
thing grey added to this note- 
book is the cover material. 
Coupled with the exquisite white 
silk-screen print; the perfect 
combination of colours.

I LOVE DEADLINES
GRAPHIC L #52545
GRAPHIC S #53184

This notebook fits perfectly into 
the hands of every creative  
director or chief editor, into the 
hands of those people who value 
headlines more than deadlines. 
Naturally, they will attach great 
importance to a product that 
feels good and has a perfect 
design.

MUSE
GRAPHIC L #52552
GRAPHIC S #53160

A muse is a person stimulating 
other people to achieve  
new creative heights or simply  
a  person who is inspiring  
to others. The beautiful cover 
design, specifically designed for 
this notebook by the Japanese 
artist Naomi Takaki, is supposed 
to act as a muse. The cover of 
robust jeans label material gains 
an individual patina over time  
and thus transforms each piece 
into something unique.

KALEIDOSCOPE
GRAPHIC S #53177

The term kaleidoscope derives 
from the Ancient Greek and 
means: observation of beautiful 
forms. We gave this notebook a 
kaleidoscopic cover-design with  
a subtle white and blue-grey –  
a beautiful place for beautiful 
thoughts. 
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OH YEAH
GRAPHIC L #52453 
GRAPHIC S #53023

The moon ... beautiful, the sun ... 
even more beautiful, this note- 
book ... perfection! Bow bow,  
chick chicka chicka*. A notebook 
for all of you out there, who sign 
their mails with a ‘yeah!’ instead  
of ‘kind regards’. The cover: a 
silk-screen print of noble silver  
on white smooth bonded leather. 

*Song by the band ‘Yello’

MEMORY
GRAPHIC L #52460 
GRAPHIC S #53047

Diarists know that we relive our 
finest moments by writing them 
down, enjoying the moment twice. 
The silvery silk-screen print makes 
this diary a special designer piece 
and the white smooth bonded 
leather will make it a real pleasure 
to hold.

FOR MY EYES ONLY 
GRAPHIC L #52439 
GRAPHIC S #53016

This book provides sufficient 
space for your most intimate 
thoughts – 176 pages of pre- 
mium paper that are fit for all of 
your secrets. The cover is made 
of robust smooth bonded leather 
because private thoughts are 
ought to be protected.

100 IDEAS
GRAPHIC L #52415  
GRAPHIC S #53030

write, think, draw, change, burn, 
win, try, look, drink, shop, fail, 
fuck, show, eat, listen, trust, share, 
kiss, dance, dream, walk, smile, 
play, sketch, breathe, ride, walk, 
create, watch, cook, read, taste, 
tell, see, move, collect, touch, 
study, push, cut, flirt, loose, jump, 
travel, love, cry, learn, shout,  
destroy, write, be, smell, give, take, 
sleep, feel, remember, fly …  
100 ideas to spend your time and 
the perfect notebook to write 
them down.

EVERY WRINKLE TELLS  
A STORY
GRAPHIC L #52583 
GRAPHIC S #53214

This notebook can tell stories. 
The cover artwork anticipates 
them: a paper landscape showing 
wrinkles, mountains and valleys. 
For writing, sketching, storing 
thoughts, sorting them out and 
focusing them. Outside: hard- 
wearing jeans label material. 
Inside: thread-stitching Munken 
Polar 120g design paper.

THE STORY SO FAR
GRAPHIC L #52576 
GRAPHIC S #53214

‘A person looks back in time  
and realises: what seemed to 
be misfortune really was  
fortune.’ (Eugen Roth) Our own 
story evolves and changes 
constantly. But what is the right 
time to start a new notebook? 
We believe it’s today or even 
better: yesterday. Our memo-
ries, ideas and stories are best 
kept documented.
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PRÊT-À-ÉCRIRE 
GRAPHIC L #51944 
GRAPHIC S #52774

Prêt-à-porter means ‘ready to 
wear’ – Prêt-à-écrire means 
‘ready to write’. This black and  
white striped notebook is ready 
to wear and to write. It is an 
accessory to be shown and an 
elegant container for your 
thoughts and notes. The solid 
thread-stitched book block is  
made of Swedish designer paper 
and the book cover is made of 
Italian smooth bonded leather.

F***ING SPECIAL
GRAPHIC S #52903

‘You are so f***ing special’ is  
the new ‘I love you’. This book, 
too, is ‘fucking special’: gold  
printed on a cover of smooth 
bonded leather, it is the perfect 
gift – not only for lovers.

GOLD
GRAPHIC S #52897

A notebook becomes more 
valuable by each note you take. 
That’s why we dipped half of  
the book in a golden sheen. A 
miniature dot grid on premium 
paper, bound in white smooth 
bonded leather.

VERY SECRET DIARY
GRAPHIC S #52880

This notebook is not meant for  
all of those who think they see a 
champagne glass on the cover. 
This notebook is the secret place 
for the most intimate confessions 
of a woman. Keep your hands  
off, men! Handy proportions, a 
golden silk-screen print on white 
smooth bonded leather and 176 
pages of premium paper for the 
most thrilling adventures.MY SELFIE

GRAPHIC S #52866

You don’t need a smartphone for 
the sophisticated way of taking  
a self-portrait – this tiny, paper-
back companion and a sharp 
pencil are sufficient! A black and 
gold cover motif, printed on a 
soft, white binding. The inside is 
made of 176 pages of premium 
paper with a miniature dot grid – 
and the battery lasts longer than 
you would think.

GLOSSY LIPS
GRAPHIC S #52873

This notebook isn’t designed for 
lipstick enthusiasts and beauty 
junkies only – everyone who is 
kissed by a muse can put down 
their inspiration on the very best 
Munken paper. FEATURES 

120G PREMIUM PAPER
THREAD-STITCHING
PERFECT LAY-FLAT BEHAVIOUR
EDGE COLOURING
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108 x 150 MM · 176 PAGES
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WRITE – WRONG
GRAPHIC L #52224
GRAPHIC S #53078

This notebook is as puristic  
as it gets. Without the cover  
motif, it would be hard to  
distinguish ‘front’ from ‘back’,  
‘up’ from ‘down’. The inside 
though is exquisite: 256 (L) or  
176 (S) pages of finest white  
Munken paper, bound between 
white smooth bonded leather.

ABC 
GRAPHIC S #53054

‘A B C. It’s easy as 1 2 3. As 
simple as do re mi. A B C, 1 2 3. 
Baby, you and me, girl.’ The 
handy notebook that carries its 
purpose on the cover and  
guarantees to make a sound. 
Now all you have to do is  
put the letters in the correct  
order. Better do it on 176 pages 
of Munken premium paper.

INSPIRATION IS 
EVERYWHERE 
GRAPHIC L #52200 
GRAPHIC S #53061 

Since ancient times, we’ve been 
looking at inspiration as an un- 
expected touch that comes upon 
the artist. With this notebook  
you will always be ready to start 
whenever inspiration hits. The 
cover illustration is printed on 
recycled leather by a silk-screen 
process.

I WORK FOR IDIOTS
GRAPHIC L #52194

I love to work but not for idiots.  
It takes guts taking this notebook 
to your office. Only when you’re
really sure that you’re indispen-
sable and that you’ll get a pass 
on anything, you can take out 
this notebook during a meeting. 
Exceptions: your superior gets 
irony.

COPYRIGHT
GRAPHIC L #52217

It has become a trend to  
share everything with everyone:  
instagram, twitter, facebook,  
you name it. The good ideas,  
though we shouldn’t share them 
immediately, are well protected  
in this notebook: 256 pages  
of the finest white Munken paper 
bound between smooth  
bonded leather.

QUOD SCRIPSI, SCRIPSI
GRAPHIC S #53085

‘I wrote what I wrote!’ Granted,  
it sounds even classier in Latin.  
For centuries now, people have 
been writing down on paper 
what’s important. Knowing that 
it can last over a long period 
of time, but also that it can be 
erased by a matchstick. We  
like this thought.
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BLCK BOOK
GRAPHIC L #52101
GRAPHIC S #52859

A blackbook is the most vital 
companion to every Graffiti  
artist. Our ‘Blck Book’ brings  
companionship to perfection:  
the paper is 120g, hence very 
strong and suitable for every  
marker there is. The size is 
generous and the perfect  
flatness of the open book will 
allow you to paint right across  
the fold. The book cover is  
made of smooth bonded leather, 
black as night, and will protect 
your artwork whilst you’re out  
at work as well.

BANANA LEAVES
GRAPHIC L #52095
GRAPHIC S #52842

During dull and grey office days 
this notebook is ought to remind 
you of another life out there.
Heavenly islands with palm and 
 banana trees, the relaxing  
sound of the ocean ... hey, stay  
with me! These are the facts: a  
tangible, slightly shiny structure 
of banana leaves printed  
on matt black smooth bonded 
leather. You can continue  
dreaming now!

MILLIMETER
GRAPHIC L #52118

Whether you’re an architect, an 
engineer, a mathematician or  
a typographer – this notebook  
with neon-orange graph paper  
is perfect for everyone who  
can’t take centimeters or inches  
seriously. The glossy silk-screen 
print on matt black smooth 
bonded leather will make your 
precision work as sexy as it gets.

CITY NOTEBOOKS

LONDON
GRAPHIC L #52040

PARIS
GRAPHIC L #52071

BERLIN
GRAPHIC L #52057

FRANKFURT
GRAPHIC L #52064

A whole city on one book cover –  
illustrator Jan Paul Mueller  
managed this task and we discover 
something new every time we 
look at his illustrations. You can 
never get enough of going on 
city trips. That’s why we issued  
these special editions that will 
take you to Paris, London, Berlin 
and our hometown Frankfurt 
in no time at all. The city motif 
covers the whole book, including 
the edges.LONDON 

BERLIN PARIS

FRANKFURT 

FEATURES 
120G PREMIUM PAPER
THREAD-STITCHING
PERFECT LAY-FLAT BEHAVIOUR
EDGE COLOURING
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108 x 150 MM · 176 PAGES

FORMAT 
GRAPHIC L  
165 x 220 MM · 256 PAGES
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MEGAPIXEL
GRAPHIC L #52392

Notebooks nowadays don’t  
have to look as if they came from  
da Vinci’s time. This one looks 
as if it has come straight from 
the future rather than from the 
past. But the digital, al-go-rith-
mic optic is a guise. After all, the 
notebook is like a vinyl. We love 
the crackling noises of old vinyls 
as much as we love the noise  
of shuffling paper.

ZIG ZAG
GRAPHIC L #52385

Only on second glance one 
notices that this piece is a note- 
book – it could just as well be  
a designer piece. It will be all  
the more surprising when you 
open it to take down notes.  
The trick: a two-coloured silk- 
screen print on white smooth 
bonded leather and on the edges – 
simply genius!

YES – NO
GRAPHIC L #52293
GRAPHIC S #52989

The minimalistic YES and NO 
indicate the proper use of this 
notebook: YES marks the front, 
NO marks the back.  A nice side- 
effect: you can use it as a voting 
card. Bright red and ultramarine 
blue printed on white smooth 
bonded leather. 256 (L) or 176 (S) 
pages for writing, sketching,  
memorising, sorting your thoughts  
and focusing on what’s really 
important.

DELIRIUM
GRAPHIC S #52965

Yet another notebook revolting 
against the uniformity of retro 
notebooks. The artwork: light red 
dots, printed on white smooth 
bonded leather. The inside con- 
tains dots as well: a miniature dot 
grid that is perfectly suitable for 
drawing, sketching and writing.

LOVE
GRAPHIC S #52972

This notebook is for all the  
emotional people out there,  
with enough space for your 
thoughts, feelings and desires. 
176 pages between a cover of 
smooth bonded leather with a 
bright red silk screen print.

OH LA LA 
GRAPHIC L #52330 
GRAPHIC S #52996

The French say it at least ten 
times a day. Now the only thing 
one has to do is hold up this note- 
book – and everything is said.  
A noble two-tone silk-screen print 
on smooth bonded leather – 
c’est tout.

JUNGLE
GRAPHIC S #53009

Are you bored? Then take out 
your notebook and be inspired 
by the red illustration by Jan Paul 
Mueller. Flip it open and start  
writing. 176 pages await to be 
filled and to relieve you of your 
boredom.

KALEIDOSCOPE
GRAPHIC L #52309

The term kaleidoscope derives 
from the Ancient Greek and 
means: observation of beautiful 
forms. We gave this notebook  
a kaleidoscopic cover-design  
with a subtle black and blue –  
a beautiful place for beautiful 
thoughts.
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NOTHING TO SEE HERE
GRAPHIC L #52408

‘Nothing to see here, move along, 
folks!’ said the officer with an 
exploding fireworks factory  
behind him. The biggest secrets 
are hidden where nothing seems 
to happen; the silk-screen print 
on this cover is heat sensitive 
thus changes its colour with heat. 
You’ve got to hold this book  
of white smooth bonded leather  
in your own hands to know what’s 
going on. And maybe you will 
discover a little secret.

IMAGINE
GRAPHIC L #52590

It’s magic! The silk-screen print  
on this cover is heat sensitive  
thus changes its colour with heat. 
We’ll instantly be reminded  
of pulling out mood rings out of 
gumball machines when we 
were kids. And although we’re 
grown-ups now, this effect still 
fascinates us.

SEVEN WORDS
GRAPHIC L #52354
GRAPHIC S #53092

... that glow in the dark. A note- 
book for authors, copywriters, 
journalists and all of those who 
believe in the energy of the  
word. The fluorecent colour  
on the cover artwork saves up  
the light for the text to glow  
in the dark. A real advantage  
for every nocturnal mind who 
wants to let out its creative  
energy during nighttime. 

YOU MAKE ME GLOW
GRAPHIC L #52361
GRAPHIC S #53108

These are not just mere words: 
this notebook really glows.  
The text is a noctilucent silk- 
screen print so that you’ll  
even find it in the dark. Ideal  
for all of those who want to take 
down ideas during night time. 
Don’t forget: you have to put  
the notebook in the light during 
daytime for the noctilucent  
paint to charge.

GLOWING PIXELS
GRAPHIC L #52378

During daytime this notebook 
seems to be ordinary, but during 
nighttime hundreds of small 
squares illuminate the cover and 
remind us of nights in New York 
or, even more beautiful, of the 
Frankfurt Skyline. The motif is a 
silk-screen print of fluorescent 
colour, charging during the day- 
time for its nightly use.These books are ideal for night 

shifts. The noctilucent colour will 
make sure that you will always 
find your book in the dark. Fine 
pigments store the sunlight and 
emit it in the dark.

HEAT REACTION

Cover artworks with a wow effect. 
When you apply heat, e. g. by 
placing your hand on the surface, 
the upper layer of the print 
colour will become transparent, 
thus making the subjacent artwork 
appear as if revealed magic.
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NEON
GRAPH PAPER

#52699
MEMORY 
Jeans Label Material
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52187
PIXEL FREE ZONE 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White & Skyblue Screen Print

#52088
PLAN B BERLIN 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White & Yellow Screen Print

#52347
JUNGLE 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Skyblue Screen Print

#51944
PRÊT-À-ÉCRIRE 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#51951
DEEP THOUGHT 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#51968
THE MASTER PLAN
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#51975
BAD BOOK 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#51982
THINK OUTSIDE 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#51999
ANALOG 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#52002
BEEN THERE 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#52132
ABSTRACT 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52095
BANANA LEAVES 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Glossy Screen Print

#52224
WRITE WRONG 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Screen Print

#52477
100 IDEAS 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52033
BACK STAGE 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#52149
STRING 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52101
BLCK BOOK 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Glossy Screen Print

#52293
YES–NO 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Red & Blue Screen Print

#52484
MASTERPLAN
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52040
LONDON
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#52125
SUPER STAR
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52118
MILLIMETER
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Glossy Screen Print

#52385
ZIG ZAG
Smooth Bonded Leather
Red & Blue Screen Print

#52514
OH YEAH
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52064
FRANKFURT
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#53276
MILKY WAY
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52200
INSPIRATION
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Screen Print

#52309
KALEIDOSCOPE
Smooth Bonded Leather
Blue & Black Screen Print

#52491
FOR MY EYES
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52057
BERLIN
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#52156
EVERYTHING STARTS
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52194
I WORK FOR IDIOTS
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Screen Print

#52392
MEGAPIXEL
Smooth Bonded Leather
Red & Blue Screen Print

#52521
MEMORY
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52071
PARIS
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#53283
EVERYTHING
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52217
COPYRIGHT
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Screen Print

#52330
OH LALA
Smooth Bonded Leather
Red & Skyblue Screen Print

#52507
PRIVATE EXHIBITION
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52248
SUPER STAR
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52255
TRAVEL
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52262
F*** SPECIAL
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52279
PARADISE
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52286
BANANA LEAVES
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52231
I LOVE DEADLINES
Smooth Bonded Leather, Copper 
Metallic/White Screen Print

#52538
WORK IN PROGRESS 
Jeans Label Material
Grey & White Screen Print

#52613
FOR MY EYES 
Jeans Label Material 
Rose Screen Print

#52415
100 IDEAS 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52545
I LOVE DEADLINES 
Jeans Label Material
Grey & White Screen Print

#52637
SUPER STAR 
Jeans Label Material, Rose & 
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52439
FOR MY EYES 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52552
MUSE
Jeans Label Material
Grey & White Screen Print

#52644
GLOSSY LIPS
Jeans Label Material, Rose & 
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52446
PRIVATE EXHIBITION
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52323
WILD THOUGHTS
Smooth Bonded Leather
Red & Gold Metallic Screen Print

#52606
BAD IDEAS
Jeans Label Material
Rose Screen Print

#52460
MEMORY
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52569
EVERYTHING
Jeans Label Material
Grey & White Screen Print

#52453
OH YEAH
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52163
PARADISE NOW
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52620
100 IDEAS
Jeans Label Material
Rose Screen Print

#52583
EVERY WRINKLE
Jeans Label Material 
White Screen Print

LIMITED
AVAILABILITY

#52576
THE STORY SO FAR
Jeans Label Material 
White Screen Print
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#52767
ANALOG 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#52842
BANANA LEAVES 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Glossy Screen Print

#52873
GLOSSY LIPS 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Gold Metallic Screen Print

#52934
SUPER STAR 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper & Grey Screen Print

#52774
PRÊT-À-ÉCRIRE 
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#52859
BLCK BOOK 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Glossy Screen Print

#52880
VERY SECRET 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Gold Metallic Screen Print

#52941
PARADISE
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper Metallic Screen Print

#52781
ARCHITONIC
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#53061
INSPIRATION
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Screen Print

#52897
GOLDEN RAIN
Smooth Bonded Leather
Gold Metallic Screen Print

#52958
BANANA LEAVES
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper & Grey Screen Print

#52811
EVERYTHING
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#53085
QUOD SCRIPSI
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Screen Print

#52910
I LOVE DEADLINES
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper & Grey Screen Print

#53023
OH YEAH
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52804
SUPER STAR
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#53078
WRITE WRONG
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Screen Print

#52903
FING SPECIAL
Smooth Bonded Leather
Gold Metallic Screen Print

#53016
FOR MY EYES
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52828
MILKY WAY
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52866
MY SELFIE
Smooth Bonded Leather
Gold & Black Screen Print

#52927
TRAVEL
Smooth Bonded Leather
Copper & Grey Screen Print

#53030
100 IDEAS
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#52590
IMAGINE 
Jeans Label Material 
Heat Sensitive Screen Print

#52408
NOTHING TO SEE 
Smooth Bonded Leather 
Heat Sensitive Screen Print

#52361
YOU MAKE ME GLOW
Smooth Bonded Leather 
Fluorescent Screen Print

#52354
SEVEN WORDS
Smooth Bonded Leather 
Fluorescent Screen Print

#52378
GLOWING PIXELS
Smooth Bonded Leather
Fluorescent  Screen Print

#53047
MEMORY 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#53115
HEART 
Jeans Label Material
Rose Screen Print

#53139
100 IDEAS
Jeans Label Material
Rose Screen Print

#53146
FOR MY EYES
Jeans Label Material
Rose Screen Print

#53160
MUSE 
Jeans Label Material
Grey & White Screen Print

#53177
KALEIDOSCOPE 
Jeans Label Material
Grey & White Screen Print

#53184
I LOVE DEADLINES 
Jeans Label Material
Grey & White Screen Print

#52972
LOVE 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Red Screen Print

#53214
THE STORY SO FAR 
Jeans Label Material
White Screen Print

#53153
THIS IS FOR YOU 
Jeans Label Material
Rose Screen Print

#53191
EVERYTHING 
Jeans Label Material
Grey & White Screen Print

#53214
EVERY WRINKLE
Jeans Label Material
White Screen Print

#53207
I’D RATHER
Jeans Label Material
Grey & White Screen Print

#53238
COPPER
High-Gloss 
Metallic Coating

#53054
ABC
Smooth Bonded Leather
Black Screen Print

#52996
OH LALA
Smooth Bonded Leather
Red & Blue Screen Print

#53252
BLUE
High-Gloss 
Metallic Coating

#52835
PARADISE NOW
Smooth Bonded Leather
Silver Metallic Screen Print

#53009
JUNGLE
Smooth Bonded Leather
Red Screen Print

#53245
GOLD
High-Gloss 
Metallic Coating

#52798
F***ING GOOD
Smooth Bonded Leather
White Screen Print

#52965
DELIRIUM
Smooth Bonded Leather
Red Screen Print

#52989
YES NO
Smooth Bonded Leather
Red & Blue Screen Print

#53269
TURQUOISE
High-Gloss 
Metallic Coating

#53122
PEACE
Jeans Label Material
Rose Screen Print

LIMITED  
AVAILABILITY

#53092
SEVEN WORDS 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Fluorescent Screen Print

#53108
YOU MAKE 
Smooth Bonded Leather
Fluorescent Screen Print
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THE FINEST 
NOTE BOOK S  

FOR THE BEST 
BR ANDS 

FLAGSHIP STORE

nuuna store 
Brückenstraße 66 
D-60594 Frankfurt am Main 
Germany

ONLINE SHOP

www.nuuna.com

SELECTED STORES ACROSS  
THE WORLD

KaDeWe, Germany 
Magazin, Germany 
Städel Museum, Frankfurt
Deutsche Kunsthalle, Berlin 
Kunsthalle Hamburg 
De Bijenkorf, The Netherlands
Kunsthal Rotterdam
Globus, Switzerland
Manor, Switzerland
Albertina Museum, Vienna
Museum der Moderne, Salzburg
Selfridges, UK
Top Shop, UK 
Interio, Austria
Foyles, UK
Paperchase, UK
NK Stockholm
Fotografiska Museum, Stockholm
Merci, Paris
Le Bon Marché, Paris
El Corte Inglés, Spain
Nina Concept Store, Panama
Red Dot Design Museum, Singapore
Story Concept Store, New York 

CONTACT 

nuuna by brandbook 
next design+produktion gmbh
Gutzkowstraße 25
D-60594 Frankfurt am Main

+ 49 69 40 80 90 160
info@nuuna.com

THE BR AND BE HIND N U U N A

Notebooks are a warehouse to ideas, a tool to work with,  
a daily companion, and besides, an excellent ambassador of 
your brand. Since your logo is on the outside, we will make 
sure your book will represent your brand’s high standards. 
Our distinct feature is a high-quality production of individually  
designed and accurately manufactured notebooks and  
calendars – we deliver quality made in Germany. A passion 
for our large variety of materials is only one aspect we would 
like to pass on to our clients. You will be able to choose from 

extraordinary covermaterials and papers, as well as from all 
kinds of printing and finishing techniques. These features will 
turn your notebook into an especially individual bearer of your 
brand. And this is how our books do not only record thoughts 
and ideas, but express an idea themselves.
Tell us something about your book project. We are looking 
forward to working on it in close collaboration with you.

www.brandbook.de
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I PREFER DRAWING TO TALKING. DRAWING IS  FASTER, 
AND LEAVES LESS ROOM FOR LIES. LE  CORBUSIER / FAR 
MORE THAN A MERE ‘THING,’ A  NOTEBOOK DEVELOPS A 
LIFE OF ITS OWN, A LIFE, WHICH IS OFTEN FED BY WHAT 
HASN’T  BEEN WRITTEN DOWN AND  OTHER EXTERNALI-
TIES. IN THE END, THIS HISTORY CAN EVEN TAKE POSSES- 
SION OF ITS POSSESSOR BY TRANSFORMING A NOTEBOOK 
INTO A MAGICAL  OBJECT, A FETISH.  MICHAEL TAUSSIG / 
ALWAYS CARRY A NOTEBOOK. AND I MEAN ALWAYS. THE 
SHORT-TERM MEMORY ONLY RETAINS INFORMATION FOR 
THREE MINUTES; UNLESS IT IS COMMITTED TO PAPER YOU 
CAN LOSE AN IDEA FOR EVER.  AUTHOR UNKNOWN / THE  
DIARY I KEEP IS JUST ABOUT A RECORD OF A DAY I’VE SPENT.  
MICHAEL PALIN / WHEN I SEE A WHITE PIECE OF PAPER, 
I FEEL I’VE GOT TO DRAW. AND DRAWING, FOR ME, IS 
THE BEGINNING OF EVERYTHING. ELLSWORTH KELLY / I’M 
BORN WITH A PENCIL IN MY HAND. I DID LOTS OF SKETCH- 
ING. KARL LAGERFELD / MOSTLY, DRAWINGS ARE THINGS I 
MAKE FOR MYSELF – I DO THEM IN  SKETCHBOOKS.  THEY 
ARE MENTAL EXPERIMENTS – PRIVATE INNER  THOUGHTS 
WHEN I’M NOT SURE WHAT WILL COME OUT. SIGMAR POLKE  
/ MY ‘IDEA BOOK’ IS FULL OF SKETCHES AND DOODLES. 
IT’S A SPACE TO NOTE DOWN ANYTHING THAT THRILLS 
OR INSPIRES ME. KEEPING MY EYES OPEN TO EVERY- 
THING AROUND ME, I USE THE SKETCHBOOK FOR FIRST 
THOUGHTS, OFTEN NOT REWORKED. BASED ON THESE 
FRESH AND ALIVE IMPRESSIONS, I BRAINSTORM AND  
DEVELOP IDEAS. AUTHOR UNKNOWN / A PART OF MY KIND 
OF DESIGN AND INSPIRATION ETHOS IS THAT I  CARRY 
AROUND  A NOTEBOOK AND I SKETCH IN IT, DOODLE IN 
IT,  WRITE NOTES IN IT, AND I PUT PICTURES IN IT.  JOHN 
VARVATOS / I’VE GOT IDEAS. I KEEP MY LITTLE NOTEBOOK, 
I’VE ALWAYS GOT  THAT WITH  ME. HOPEFULLY THERE’S 
MORE STUFF THAN NONSENSE IN THERE. JARVIS COCKER


